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Foreword
Creating Great Places to Live is Bridging NewcastleGateshead's
mission and vision. Attractive and affordable cities and towns,
thriving and sustainable local communities, safe and strong
neighbourhoods – these are all at the heart of our efforts to 
secure transformation with local people and our partners.

Our Corporate Strategy and Business Plan 2006-2008 highlights
how we will do this over the next two years, building on the success
achieved to date. The government has now confirmed funding of
£64m for the next two years, adding to almost £70m invested up 
to end of March 2006. The next phase of our work will continue 
the programmes of home and environmental improvements,
neighbourhood support and the acquisition of land leading to the
provision of new, high quality design housing, increasing 

the choice for local people and new residents as we work
towards community and housing market renewal. 

BNG does not work in isolation. As well as
ensuring our activities involve local people
either directly or indirectly, success depends
on a complex 'delivery chain' with the two
local authorities, the private sector, housing
associations, Your Homes Newcastle and
The Gateshead Housing Company.

We will concentrate our efforts on making
sure we all have an integrated effort, 
more efficient and effective performance
and that we deliver on our ambition to
contribute to local transformation over 
the years ahead.

Jim Coulter
Chair
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Housing Market Renewal brings the opportunity
for transformational change – to permanently
improve the quality of life in some of our most
deprived communities.  Over 30 years or so, the
total amount and mix of different types of
housing in these areas has not responded to
market signals and peoples' aspirations.  This
has resulted in high vacancy rates, high
population turnover, poor reputation, low house
prices and concentrations of worklessness and
deprivation.  

Crucially, housing market renewal pathfinders
provide:

• A programme targeted at failing or weak
markets rather than local authority areas.

• A strategy that is 'tenure blind'.

• A programme supported by a clear planning
framework.

• A funding stream that is integrated with other
regeneration funds to promote a holistic
approach.

The challenges for BNG
The BNG area is at the heart of the Tyne and
Wear city region.  It contributes substantially to
the North East's economy.  However, previous
planning and housing policies have not enabled
the area to take advantage of this and provide
homes in inner urban parts of Newcastle and
Gateshead rather than the suburbs, which are
attractive to people working in the urban core.

• The BNG area lost around 20,000 people
between 1981 and 2001 (best fit to ward).
This represented 10.2% of the population,
compared to a decrease of 4.6% for the North
East as a whole. 

• Less than 40% of the housing across the
area is for owner occupation and less than
20% in some areas resulting in little choice for
those wanting to buy; there are also too many
flats in some areas with no gardens or
attractive nearby open space.  This is
compared to 63% owner occupation in the
North East and 68% nationally.

• In 2005/6 there were around 5,500 (7%) empty
homes across the BNG area, around 3,500 of
which had been vacant for more than six
months. According to the Empty Homes Agency,
just under 3.5% of dwellings are empty in the
North East and 3.3% in the UK as a whole.

• On average, around one quarter of the
housing stock turned over in 2004/2005; this
is around twice as many as more sustainable
areas. 

We aim to tackle these issues and help to 
create great places to live, work and invest,
reviving the core of Newcastle and Gateshead.  

We are one of several partners delivering the
Government's Sustainable Communities agenda in
the heart of the North East. We aim to build on the
strong economy of the regional centre and
contribute to the Northern Way and city regions'
agenda, by building homes that meet the
aspirations of people taking up the jobs in the area.  

Regional agencies, local authorities and other
partners recognise the need to invest, not just in
housing, but in communities, jobs, schools,
healthcare and transport links.  Planning for great
places to live takes time but, with our local
authority partners, we are working with
communities and other stakeholders to be sure
of the best way forward for their neighbourhood.
This local level consultation forms and informs
our programme.

How Central Government measures
whether we are making progress
It is intended that the Housing Market Renewal
Pathfinder programme runs till 2018.  However,
our future funding relies on future Government
Spending Reviews allocating money for housing
market renewal pathfinders and also our
performance, in terms of what we do (outputs
and outcomes) but also the positive impact our
interventions are having on the housing market.  

To help the Government establish how much
funding we receive, BNG submits a Scheme
Update every two years to set out what we will
do to help restructure the housing market and
the resources we require to do so.  In addition,
regular returns on what we have achieved such
as how many homes we are improving,
demolishing or helping to build are provided to
the Department of Communities and Local
Government. 

The Audit Commission also scrutinises our
performance.  Their latest scrutiny report is very
positive about how we have influenced trends
and plan to meet aspirations, our efforts to
influence key regional and local strategies, our
governance arrangements and our active
approach to learning and innovation.   

Introduction
The Housing Market Renewal
programme started at the end of
2002 and will potentially continue
until 2018.  This document covers

the period from April 2006 to March 2008, to
reflect the timeframe covered by the
Government's Spending Review 2004.  Subject to
future funding, further plans will be produced
setting out future phases of the BNG programme.

Our Corporate Strategy and Business Plan is
aimed to inform a number of audiences:

• The Ministers to whom BNG accounts at the
Department of Communities and Local
Government (DCLG);

• The residents, local Councillors and MPs who
live in our area;

• Our partners from the public, private and
voluntary/community sectors; and

• Our employees and those of our partners who
will use it as a guide to deliver our programme. 

What is Bridging
NewcastleGateshead?
Bridging NewcastleGateshead (BNG) is one of
nine housing market renewal pathfinders
established by the Government between 2002
and 2005, in parts of the midlands and north of
England where elements of the housing markets
were shown to be failing.  

• BNG covers about 77,000 properties and the
area highlighted in the map below.  

• We are a strategic alliance, initially established
by Newcastle City and Gateshead Councils, to
respond to the Government's Housing Market
Renewal Programme, and incorporating
representation from the Local Strategic
Partnerships, One NorthEast and English
Partnerships, together with independent
members.  Gateshead Council is our
Accountable Body and Newcastle City Council
is the host-employer of the Core Team staff.  

• Our governance framework is included at annex
1, with the members of our Board, sub-groups
and Core Team employees at annexes 1a-1c.

1
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In the next stage of our work, as the Audit
Commission recognises, we will be concentrating
more on delivery and value for money, making
sure that we operate with our partners, and they
with us, in a fully integrated way.  That way we
will be able to better manage the risks
associated with delivering our programme, which
aims to deliver transformational and long lasting
change.  

What we have achieved so far
The table below shows some of the key work BNG
has supported during the first three years of the
programme, up to the end of March 2006.

1These figures are soley for interventions carried out via Housing Market Renewal Funding; this work has provided an

environment for others to invest eg. Registered Social Landlords have refurbished/ brought some of their local stock back into

use.

*Definition of interventions consistent with proposals for funding agreement targets for the period 2003-2006.

Type of intervention1 April 2003 – March 2006 

Worked closely with local Bensham and Saltwell, Teams, Felling Bypass,
communities to influence future Deckham, and Dunston in Gateshead;
plans for their area Byker Ouseburn, Walker Riverside, 

Scotswood Benwell, Elswick Discovery Quarter, 
and North Central in Newcastle

Delivered a large scale programme 
to budget £69.58m 

Improved sustainable homes 875* 

Brought empty homes back into use 50*

Cleared obsolete dwellings 1,302*

Acquired and begun to assemble Acquired 7.68 hectares of land and 506 
key strategic sites for future obsolete properties.  Up to 22.5 hectares
development of new homes that of land will be developed in 2006-2008, 
meet peoples' aspirations providing approximately 600 new homes, 

facilitated by BNG, in Walker Riverside, Byker 
Ouseburn, Elswick and Discovery, Scotswood 
and Benwell, Felling Bypass Corridor, Teams, 
Bensham and Saltwell in 2006-2008.

Our vision and
what we will
do to achieve it

The BNG area has experienced persistent
deprivation and intractable problems of poor and
obsolete housing; problems that have been
resistant to change over many years, despite
significant programmes of intervention and major
investment.

Following consultation in the summer of 2005,
our vision and objectives have been revised, to
better reflect what residents and stakeholders
believe needs to be done.

We aim to
create great places to live …

There will be a better choice of
affordable homes that meet the
aspirations of existing and future
residents. The area will be attractive
to families and professionals working
in the expanding cultural and
knowledge industries, and
graduates and first time buyers will
choose to move to the area.

By 2018, the housing market in the
Bridging NewcastleGateshead area
will be revitalised and the population
stabilised and starting to increase. 

Following more than 30 years of population
decline, we aim to first stabilise then increase the
population from about 160,000 in 2005 to
163,000 in 2008 and up to 176,000 by 2018.

Strategic objective 1 
To enable more people to enter and
sustain home ownership, reflecting
housing aspirations, and to help reduce
concentrations of worklessness 1

What we will do to achieve this objective:

• Build a range of mainly family homes for owner
occupation which will appeal to existing and
new residents' aspirations for size, quality and
distinctiveness.

• To support sustainable home ownership
through development of lower-cost owner
occupation through equity sharing and flexible
tenure options.

• Work to raise housing aspirations by showing
people what kind of homes could be available.

How we will measure success 
Targets and outputs

Increase in owner occupation
from 39% to potentially 44.6% by 2008 
and just over 53% by 2018

Increase in low value house prices 
in the BNG area (DCLG to measure median
house price, and bottom 15th percentile)

Quarter 1, 2003 base 
= bottom 15th £22,500, 
compared to median of £49,000

Quarter 1, 2005 
= bottom 15th £51,050, 
compared to median of £75,500

INDIRECTLY – Reduce concentrations of benefit
dependency and worklessness within the BNG
area (to measure via the Vitality Indices'2

unemployment and income domains)

1 Worklessness is a less familiar term than unemployment to describe those without work. It is used to describe all those who are

out of work but who would like a job.  Definitions of worklessness include: unemployed claimants; those who are actively out of

work and looking for a job; and those who are economically inactive (source: renewal.net)

2 Newcastle and Gateshead tools for analysing concentrations of low incomes, high unemployment, poor housing, health, lower

educational achievement and higher levels of crime

2

Opposite: Group repair in Gateshead
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Strategic objective 2 
To provide an improved choice of good
quality, well designed homes through new
development and investment in
sustainable 3 homes, whilst replacing
obsolete 4 housing

What we will do to achieve this objective:

Choice through new homes that: 

• Provide replacement and new, good quality
housing within mixed tenure developments,
which is affordable to people on different
incomes and at different life stages; 

• Stop people leaving; 

• Appeal to families; 

• Attract new people to the area. 

Choice through investment in existing
properties, where: 

• They are sustainable; 

• It would help to strengthen the housing market; 

• It is value for money.

Choice through demolishing obsolete 5

housing, following consultation with residents
and other stakeholders and with due regard to
the heritage of an area.

How we will measure success
Targets and outputs

Number of homes refurbished, 
repaired or otherwise improved:

• Over 1,500 between 2006 and 2008

• Over 10,500 between 2006 and 2018

Land acquired 2006-2008

• Around 10 hectares between 2006 and 2008

• About 17 hectares between 2006 and 2018

Land made available for final use

• Around 22.5 hectares between 2006 and 2008 

• About 112 hectares between 2006 and 2018

Total new homes built in the area

• Over 1,700 between 2006 and 2008

• Nearly 12,000 between 2006 and 2018

Number of new homes built, 
facilitated* by BNG:

• Over 600 between 2006 and 2008

• Almost 7,000 between 2006 and 2018

(where either BNG has acquired land/properties to produce the site or,

contributed directly towards the construction costs)

Number of demolitions (using HMR funding) 

2006-2008 – 500 (288)

2006-2018 – about 3,500 (up to 3,000)

Decrease in the number and proportion of
vacancies (2005 base = 5,500 or 7%)

• About 4,800 or 6.2% by 2008

• About 2,800 or 3.3% by 2018

Decrease in the proportion of long term
vacancies (more than six months) 

• 2005 base = 3,500 or 4.6%

• 4.46% by 2008

• 1.5% by 2018

3 Where the property is well designed and

built, where there is sufficient range,

diversity, affordability and accessibility of

housing of an appropriate size, scale,

density, design and layout within a

balanced housing market and, its

environment is a 'place' with a positive

'feeling', with user-friendly public and

green spaces (4th component of a

sustainable community; ODPM, 2005) 

4 Where the characteristics of the property

have been outstripped by changing

tastes, aspirations and income levels

(Cole & Nevin, 2004)

5 And housing that is likely to become

obsolete as the programme progresses

Strategic objective 3  
To work with partners to improve
neighbourhoods to provide a good quality
of life and place

Where it:

• Adds value.

• Draws in investment.

• Complements other initiatives that 'narrow the
gap' between neighbourhoods with
concentrations of deprivation and other areas,
such as those to provide employment
opportunities, raise incomes, improve health,
educational achievement, community safety,
services and transport.

What we will do to achieve this objective:

• Influence neighbourhood renewal and mainline
programmes and policies so they are better
aligned with BNG priorities. 

• Help communities to live through major change
in their neighbourhoods.

• Support targeted management initiatives to
deliver substantial improvement in
neighbourhood quality.

• Encourage work with private landlords to
improve the quality and management of private
rented properties. 

• Improve local employment opportunities
through procurement and work with partners.

How we will measure success 
Targets and outputs

Narrow the gap between neighbourhood
satisfaction (very or fairly satisfied) in BNG
and the Newcastle and Gateshead averages –
from 70% in both parts of BNG at present
(compared to 83% for Gateshead (2002/3) and
77% for Newcastle as a whole (2004)):

• GATESHEAD – 72% in BNG in 2008, compared
to 84% as a whole; 85% in 2018 for BNG,
compared to 87% as a whole

• NEWCASTLE – 74% in BNG in 2008,
compared to 79% as a whole; 85% in 2018 for
BNG, compared to 85% as a whole.    

Increase in the overall level of BNG residents
believing that their neighbourhood has
improved:

• GATESHEAD – From approximately 12% in
2002/3 to 16% in 2008 

• NEWCASTLE – From approximately 13% in
2004 to 16% in 2008 

Underpinning these objectives is a
commitment to further develop our housing
market intelligence, monitor progress and
impact, and make best use of our resources
by:

• Delivering value for money.

• Achieving economies of scale where possible.

• Maximising leverage of complementary public
and private investment in the area.

• Focusing on strategic commissioning for the
programme.

• Ensuring additionality by aligning our outputs
with other action and investment in the area.

The Oval, Newcastle East 
Before and after
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The Main Proposals 2006-2008

Gateshead: Dunston
The part of Dunston within BNG is an area of
largely Council, family housing with a strong
resident community and suburban village feel.
Consultation has confirmed that the maisonettes
and multi-storey Derwent Tower are not housing
of choice for most people.  New residential
development on the riverside is proving popular,
but poor quality industrial buildings there restrict
the area's potential. The neighbourhood centre
has been in decline for a number of years.

This commission will enable Dunston to provide
an improved housing offer for existing residents
and attract new residents. The proposal focuses
on 'place-making' and development
opportunities to provide a distinctive,
contemporary neighbourhood with housing and
commercial uses, linking the waterfront with
existing residential areas.

Gateshead: Felling Bypass Corridor
Felling retains a very strong character, with an
elegant park and attractive buildings. However,
this has been undermined by development that
took place in the 1960s, and the isolation of part
of the area as a result of the highway expansion.
The decline of social and economic conditions
has also led to a number of empty properties,
environmental blight and security issues; there is
consequently some stigma attached to the area;
recent developments (such as St James Village
and our redevelopment of the Sunderland Road
area) have started to reverse this decline.

This commission will enable Felling to become a
stronger centre within the Waterfront and Metro
corridors. It will offer 'urban village' style
environments, which complement the retained
historic buildings of Felling centre with innovative
new mixed-use developments taking advantage
of the area's sustainable transport infrastructure.

Our
programme
2006-2008 
(and the longer term)

Strategic commissioning
Learning from the first stage of the programme,
we have developed a new and more robust
commissioning and appraisal process.  We call
our approach 'strategic commissioning' and 
it provides the framework for delivery of the
Housing Market Renewal programme in 
Bridging NewcastleGateshead.

Each strategic commission (see map below;
Deckham will become an additional commission
from 2008, subject to funding) will be led by a

partner, with a named lead officer, who will take
responsibility for co-ordinating the delivery of all
interventions within that commission, and
reporting back to BNG.  Proposals for each
commission were invited from the local
authorities, working in partnership with the
private sector, Registered Social Landlords and
others. These proposals were then considered
against our comprehensive assessment criteria
to ensure that the agreed proposals will deliver
our objectives.

Work is already well under way to prepare for the
delivery of the commissions and, has and will,
include the establishment of project boards that
will oversee their delivery. 

The interventions that will take place in each
strategic commission are considered and
approved from a pool of projects, if satisfactory,
by the BNG Board, taking risk and delivery into
account.

3

Strategic Commission Areas 2006-08
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Outer East of Newcastle: 
Walker Riverside
This area suffers from high vacancy rates for
flatted accommodation, and low demand for
social and private sector properties. Traditional
style local authority housing dominates the area
(68%), and there is a shortage of well-
proportioned, quality family homes, especially in
the private sector. Sporadic demolition in the
past has left localised pockets of poor-quality
open space, and the area is perceived as unsafe
and undesirable. There has been rapid
population decline for over 30 years.

A draft masterplan for the area has been
prepared by Places for People, the lead partner
for this commission. The masterplan involves the
provision of over 2,000 new mixed tenure homes
(80% private and 20% Registered Social
Landlord), including some shared ownership.
Crucially, investment is also planned for
improving schools, retail, leisure and the
environment, and creating job
opportunities. The
commission will make
Walker Riverside a location
of choice for existing
households and new
residents by
increasing the
range and
diversity of
housing
tenure, type
and size.

Outer East of Newcastle: 
Byker and Ouseburn
The greater Byker area suffers from a number of
housing and demographic problems, which are
depressing the housing market and holding back
the area's potential transformation. There is a
high vacancy rate and low housing demand for
private and social housing. Social housing stock
dominates (70%), and flats, maisonettes and
apartments make up almost 50% of all
residential accommodation. Consequently, there
is a shortage of good quality, well-proportioned,
sustainable family homes, particularly in the
private sector. The focus of the area's housing
problems is predominantly the Byker Estate. 

This commission provides the opportunity to
build on work already undertaken by

BNG (such as the Byker Design
Competition) to make an

impact in terms of
rebalancing the housing

market, whilst protecting
the heritage of the area
and improving
perceptions of it.  The
Ouseburn area has
potential for future

residential
development to

complement the
economic
activity around
the creative
sector.

Gateshead: Teams
Teams is defined by large areas of single tenure
housing bounded by main roads and railways.
Only 19% of the stock is in owner occupation
and 52% is flats, with very little traditional family
accommodation.  It lacks a strong identity or
central focus, and is divided from its
surroundings like the waterfront and the town
centre. Teams is also fragmented internally by
transport infrastructure, poorly integrated
development, and the negative impact of the
'pepper potted' industrial sites. Recent
developments (such as the award winning
Staiths South Bank) have contributed to a more
diverse community.

This commission will enable Teams to attract and
retain families through an intensive focus on
'place making' and environment. The focus of
proposals is to provide a distinctive and
contemporary neighbourhood of housing and
commercial uses, which link the waterfront and
Teams.

Gateshead: Bensham and Saltwell
Bensham and Saltwell have a strong, diverse
community identity and a wide range of facilities
(although services in some areas have been in
decline for a number of years). However, it
suffers acute deprivation in some areas. The area
mainly consists of terraced properties, especially
Tyneside flats, for which vacancy rates suggest
an over supply. A period of low market values
has encouraged the acquisition by private
landlords of large residential portfolios; more
than a quarter of the stock is for private rent and
double this in the areas identified for clearance. 

The general quality of the environment is seen as
poor, and there is a recognised lack of open
space. The heritage and character of the area are
important assets that will be used to drive the
area's transformation – the area boasts some
cultural facilities of local and national
significance, such as Shipley Gallery and Saltwell
Park.

This commission will embed Bensham and
Saltwell as the cosmopolitan core of Gateshead;
a place of character and distinction, with a
reputation for vibrant, cultured urban living. It will
reinvent the terrace block layout to meet the
lifestyle requirements of 21st Century living, and
ensure that neighbourhoods develop as
balanced, coherent and sustainable
communities.

Opposite: Group repair work underway

This page: Completion of the Oval
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The strategic approach to the regeneration of the
West End has been set out in the 2001 Area
Regeneration Plan, the 2003 Housing Market
Renewal Prospectus and Area Development
Framework. Following concerns about the
ambition and realism of the proposals raised by
the Government and the Audit Commission a
revised approach has been adopted. This new
approach is focused on a smaller, more managed
development in Scotswood to foster market
interest – the Housing Expo.

The Expo is an exciting challenge to address
urban decline and regenerate the local
neighbourhood through innovative urban living
and development solutions. It represents an
opportunity to attract and inspire national and
international visitors to the city, raising its profile
and changing perceptions and expectations of
Scotswood and the West End. The Expo's
physical legacy will be to establish new
development standards, to act as a catalyst for
the redevelopment of the West End, rebalance
markets and create new sustainable
communities.

The diversification of the housing market affects
the scale, type and phasing of the intervention.
Based on our market intelligence, and the work
we have done with communities, we have
established a series of areas of sustainability,
where we will work to renew market confidence
without the need for clearance.  Assessments
and declarations of Neighbourhood Renewal and
Improvement Areas, alongside additional
management during the transitional phase, will
ensure that existing communities will remain and
be strengthened before new development takes
place to consolidate their long-term future.

The commission enables a well-evidenced and
planned approach to problems of stigma, low

demand and abandonment in Lower
Scotswood to be addressed
through the Housing Expo.
Sustainable areas in Scotswood,
North Benwell and High Cross 
will benefit from neighbourhood

renewal investment. The areas
undergoing the most significant

change will be supported by
focused neighbourhood

management. 

Newcastle: North Central
The proposed North Central commission
comprises parts of the wards of Blakelaw,
Kenton and Fawdon.  Each of these wards has a
number of distinct neighbourhoods and
communities – there is no one natural centre to
the area. The area is close to services,
employment opportunities, the city centre, and
has easy access to the countryside. There are a
significant number of people who travel into the
area to access employment, and there has been
a marked decline in population, which has not
been spread evenly across the area. Overall the
population is ageing and there is a rising number
of smaller households. Key parts of the
commission area, in particular Cowgate and
North Kenton flats, have significantly higher than
average turnover ratios. 

The focus of this commission is to undertake a
neighbourhood planning exercise to enable a
coherent strategy for the sustainability of the
area to be developed.

Newcastle Inner West: 
Elswick and the Discovery Quarter
This commission focuses on the part of the West
End where the city centre meets inner city
communities; where there is clear housing
market differentiation, but where the opportunity
to draw in market confidence is tangible and
exciting. It combines the vision and
recommendations of recent and ongoing
regeneration studies covering the two
neighbourhoods.  

The Discovery Quarter is the largest remaining
opportunity for growth within the city centre, and
now includes the Brewery site, which, as well as
providing good quality homes, will be the site for
Science City.  Previously this area has acted as a
physical and psychological barrier between the
city centre and the west. Research shows that
there is strong market interest in the area, with
significant potential to develop the regional
capital function of the city centre, whilst
encouraging market confidence in the inner west
communities. Through intensive consultation a
development strategy is being prepared that will
contribute to the statutory Area Action Plan for
the city centre. 

The Elswick Study boundary adjoins the
Discovery Quarter, and covers a major part of the
Newcastle New Deal for Communities area. It is
dominated by a number of social housing estates,
but has potential for significant new development
on brownfield sites. The Elswick Study was
commissioned by New Deal, Newcastle City
Council and BNG, and will develop a vision, a
regeneration plan and business plan for the area.
Elswick has a strong asset base on which to build
a sustainable future – proximity to Newcastle
College, Newcastle Business Park, a thriving city
centre which is expanding to the west, good
open spaces and strong communities.

To ensure their sustainability, both areas require
changes to their housing supply profile, which
does not meet modern aspirations. Current
supply is over 60% social rented in Elswick (22%
private rent and only 18% owner occupation),
and provision of an unsustainable monoculture of
high value, private sector, one and two bed
apartments to satisfy a niche market elsewhere.
The key challenge is to transform the market by
delivering a more diverse housing offer, that
mixes city living and family housing across the
Discovery/Elswick area. Linking and rejuvenating
two very different areas, with two very different
housing markets, represents the best opportunity
for achieving this transformation.

Newcastle Inner West:
Scotswood and Benwell
The regeneration of Scotswood and Benwell is a
key priority for the future of Newcastle, and
presents us with an opportunity to facilitate
sustainable market renewal in an area that has
suffered deprivation and population decline for
more than a generation.  Throughout the 1980s
and 1990s the area has been the subject of every
regeneration and renewal initiative with little in
the way of positive outcomes to show for it. The
lessons learnt from these past failures have
informed plans for the future transformation of
the area, and interventions are holistic,
partnership focused, market driven and aim to
deliver lasting change.



What will be happening in the BNG area 
at a glance – Our key interventions

What the BNG area will 
look like in 2018

In 12 years time, 2018, we will be at the end of
our programme and will have transformed the
BNG area.  

• More than 10,000 sustainable homes will have
been improved. 

• Up to 12,000 new homes will have been built;
almost 7,000 facilitated by BNG.

• Having successfully helped people to move to
their housing of choice, we will have
demolished up to 3,000 obsolete dwellings 

• The BNG area will have a reputation as a great
place to live. 

– There will be a choice of homes and
neighbourhoods of distinction. 

– The West End will be regenerated; a diverse
and coherent community, offering urban living
with a suburban feel. 

– The heritage of Bensham and Saltwell and
Byker will have been enhanced and the
artists' quarter in Ouseburn expanded.

– Other low demand areas will be popular once
more with many more people enjoying views
over the River Tyne from their homes.

• The population will have increased up to
176,000. 

• As well as first time buyers and graduates
wanting to live in the area, we will have been
able to provide the homes and environment
that encourage families and people working in
the expanding knowledge and cultural sectors
to live here. 

• This will help to reduce concentrations of
worklessness in BNG, with fewer
neighbourhoods being in the bottom 20% in
terms of the income and unemployment
domains of the Vitality Indices.

• Through ensuring that we provide affordable
homes for sale and financial options to enable
more people to afford home ownership, the
tenure pattern would have changed
significantly with about 53% of the stock in
owner occupation (compared to just over 39%
now).

• As people have been able to see positive
transformational change take place and those
who have lived through/still living through it
been adequately supported, satisfaction with
BNG neighbourhoods will have risen from 70%
to 85% – within two percentage points of the
Newcastle and Gateshead averages.
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To achieve transformational change, we have,
and will continue to support and encourage our
delivery partners to take difficult but necessary
decisions.  We want and need to provide added
value; to do this we embed the following values
within our work:

• Equality and diversity

• Innovation, learning and sustainability

• Consideration of heritage in our programme

• Influencing trends and meeting aspirations.

• Community and stakeholder engagement

These images provide
examples of some of the

consultation we have carried
out with our communities over

the last year or so.  
It shows key areas we will
focus on to ensure these

values continue to be
embedded in our 

future work.

4

Community and 
stakeholder engagement

As we start to deliver the plans we have finalised in the
first stage of the programme, more detailed consultation

will take place with residents in intervention areas;
essential to this is our work to develop more consistent
financial options available to people living in clearance and
renewal areas. 

The Community Engagement Workstream will continue to
oversee community engagement; this group includes
representatives from the two local authorities, New Deal
for Communities, and the voluntary sector.

The BNG workstreams looking at setting up developer
panels, promoting good design, build quality and

environmental sustainability and, Council and
Registered Social Landlord Housing

will ensure more productive
involvement of key

stakeholders, including
the private sector,

in the future

Equality and diversity
Build on our work with the local
authorities to ensure that people with
special housing needs benefit from
our interventions. 

Continue to support the development
of 'lifetime' homes which are more
flexible to the needs of disabled
people and households at different life
stages.

Take forward the recommendations of
our research into Black and Minority
Ethnic and New Migrants housing
needs to ensure that our programme
is inclusive and proactive in tackling
any needs identified. 

Innovation, learning 
and sustainability
Innovation is not just about doing things
differently, it is about learning from the
past – we know that we have to deliver
interventions that will transform
neighbourhoods and
crucially provide long
lasting change.

We need to make the
best use of
resources and 'eco
standards', high
quality design and
sustainable housing
will be supported in
new build and
renewal programmes.

Consideration of
heritage in our

programme
We have and will continue to

use Urban, Landscape and
Townscape Assessment, a

form of 'character' assessment
across the BNG area. This
provides us with essential

baseline information enabling
us to understand the current

state of the built
environment; local
distinctiveness or

defining
characteristics of

the area; how
the area has

developed and
how it may

change in the
future.

Our Values
what we will do in the next two years
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Influencing trends and
meeting aspirations

To be successful we need to influence
regional and local strategies and policies

We need sufficient housing 
allocations (and to some extent 

restraint in other parts of the North East) to 
build the homes that people aspire to.

We need sufficient jobs for local people 
and to attract new people to the area;

We need other partners in the 
Sustainable Communities agenda to 

invest in creating great places to live.

To meet aspirations, BNG needs to provide
good quality homes for sale and replace
unpopular social housing; build larger

family homes; rationalise the number
of flats; and provide homes that are

in a clean and safe
environment.
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Our financial
and staffing
resources

The next two years of the Housing Market
Renewal programme, 2006-2008, have
been prepared to take account of a wide
range of interventions as determined
through the Strategic Commissions. In
total £64m has been allocated to BNG
from the Housing Market Renewal Fund.
This will be complemented by a range of
other funding which is estimated at
£412m.  In addition it is anticipated that
capital receipts of approximately £7.8m, in
accordance with the BNG policy, will be
generated. The use of these receipts will be
determined by the BNG Board.  The total
regeneration programme for the BNG area is
therefore estimated at £484m for this period. 

Total Programme 2006-2018
HMRF 2006-07 2007-08 (Estimated)

£000s £000s £000s

Environmental Improvements 1,501 2,296 22,425

Housing Clearance 792 1,055 24,255

Improvements Private Housing 3,708 5,924 64,786

Improvements Private Rented 493 459 4,953

Improvements Social Sector 2,057 5,048 54,481

Living Through Change 1,329 1,287 12,874

New Developments 4,453 5,086 83,605

Staffing and Resources 3,844 3,924 62,054

Site Assembly 4,323 15,412 90,092

Cross Cutting 502 508 5,710

Total Housing Market Renewal Fund 23,000 41,000 425,234

Capital Receipts 2,280 5,565 64,967

Other Funding Sources 188,871 223,649 2,224,752

TOTAL PROGRAMME 214,151 270,214 2,714,953

The level of funding required from
the Housing Market Renewal Fund
and other sources to deliver
transformational change
Indicative figures, including inflation, have been
prepared for the remainder of the programme, to
2018, and they illustrate that a total investment
of £2,715m will be required for the area. The total
indicative funding requirements between 2006
and 2018, based on our present estimates, are
£425m, about 16%, of this will be required from
the Housing Market Renewal Fund.  

The gross cost of each intervention has been
determined together with the amount of Housing
Market Renewal funding that will be required to
deliver them.  In addition, estimates have been
made of the investment that is anticipated from
for example, the private sector, Newcastle City
Council, Gateshead Council, Your Homes
Newcastle, The Gateshead Housing Company,
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund, Newcastle New
Deal for Communities, One North East, Housing

5

Strategic 2006-07 2007-08 2006-08 £000s 2006-18 (Estimated)

Commission £000s £000s £000s Total £000s £000s
Area HMRF HMRF HMRF Investment HMRF Total

Cross Cutting 4,783 4,863 9,646 96,901 72,633 445,760

North Central 390 892 1,282 31,764 12,333 118,778

Elswick Discovery Quarter 4,700 6,057 10,757 57,701 56,350 663,404

Benwell and Scotswood 7,852 9,442 17,294 44,538 74,510 281,793

Byker and Ouseburn 600 2,600 3,200 30,411 29,827 155,519

Walker Riverside 4,830 8,770 13,600 120,124 54,803 551,919

Teams 977 1,047 2,024 12,105 15,587 41,866

Dunston 669 799 1,468 4,263 9,576 49,899

Bensham and Saltwell 2,792 3,557 6,349 22,281 62,243 129,563

Felling Bypass 1,874 13,214 15,088 54,571 33,108 214,294

Deckham 0 0 0 9,706 20,972 62,158

PMM Adjustment* -6,467 -10,241 -16,708 -16,708

Total 23,000 41,000 64,000 484,365 425,234 2,714,953

Corporation, English Partnerships etc. Some of
this investment will be as a direct result of
interventions funded by Bridging
NewcastleGateshead; this is known as direct
leverage. The remainder will relate to projects that
will be happening, e.g. City Academy, Science City
etc. in the Pathfinder area with no contribution
from BNG; this is known as indirect leverage. The
combined additional investment is known as
complementary funding. The complementary
funding shown in this document relates to the
strategic commission areas. In addition substantial
investment will take place within the Pathfinder
area but outside of the strategic commissions for
example in Gateshead Town Centre it is estimated
that complementary funding of over £130m will be
delivered between now and 2018.

In addition to Housing Market Renewal Funding, 
we will receive cash from the sale of assets such
as land for development, either acquired or
modified using BNG funding, and this is known 
as a capital receipt.

*The PMM adjustment reflects the level of additional programming, in built into the programme, and managed through the Programme Management

Mechanism. In order to achieve a spend target of £64m experience tells us that we need to have a programme that is larger than this. This involves

close programme and project management to ensure that we deliver the £64m and do not either over or under spend our allocation and that we

achieve our outputs. We will achieve this through our Programme Management Mechanism.
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The figures shown in this document are
taken from the estimates used to prepare
our scheme update. These will be refined
and firmed up as each individual project is
subjected to a detailed appraisal. This will
ensure that the estimates are accurate and
we know what we will be getting for our
money and when it will be spent. This will
also confirm the amount of funding from
other sources, in addition to BNG, that will
be brought in to pay for the projects.

The level of Housing Market
Renewal funding for different
areas
The table and charts illustrate the
programme by Strategic Commission area
for both Housing Market Renewal fund and
the total regeneration requirements
between 2006 and 2018. The total
investment column includes both Housing
Market Renewal and complementary
funding.

Based on an initial analysis of when our
projects will start, an anticipated cashflow
for 2006/07 is shown both monthly and
cumulatively, for the year on the next page.
A cashflow analysis for 2007/08 will be
prepared later this year.

We anticipate that we will start to receive
capital receipts in 2006/07 and this is
factored in to the cashflow projections.  
At present, the indications are that we will
receive over £2m of capital receipts in
2006/07, from the sale of land we have
helped to acquire for the development of
new, good quality, mainly family homes in
Gateshead.  There is the potential for an
additional £5.5m in 2007/08.  At this stage
these estimates are indicative and will be
firmed up as the year progresses when
more information relating to the timing of
the receipts and the cost of site
remediation is known.

We have made some changes to our
staffing structure to strengthen its capacity
and effectiveness. A list of the BNG Core
Team members is provided in annex 1c.

The staffing budget for 2006-2008 totals £1.17m,
representing less than 2% of total expenditure
for the period. 

Across the public sector, following Sir Peter
Gershon's review, all bodies such as local
authorities and government departments are
required to deliver efficiency gains in 2005-08
compared to what they were delivering and how
much they were spending in 2004-05. They have
been set a target of producing efficiency
improvements of 2.5% a year for the next three
years.  

Housing Market Renewal Pathfinders are also
required to demonstrate that they are making
efficiency gains but at this stage, no specific
target has been set by the Government.
Nevertheless, to demonstrate our commitment to
providing good value for money, we have
developed an Efficiency Plan, highlighting where
efficiency gains are being sought. The key actions
relating to our plan are shown in annex 3. 
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BNG Cumulative Cashflow 2006/7

BNG Monthly Cashflow 2006/7

HMRF Total Investment by 
Strategic Commission Area

Total Investment by 
Strategic Commission Area
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Our operating
environment
BNG works within a complex

environment, as one of several stakeholders in
delivering transformational change at the heart of
the North East; annex 2 sets out the key
organisations who we liaise with, to ensure our
interventions are complementary to each other.

Comprehensive Spending Review 
Housing Market Renewal Pathfinders are
directed by and report to the Department of
Communities and Local Government (DCLG).
Although Housing Market Renewal is a long term
programme, potentially in operation till 2018, it is
still reliant on funding from the Government's
Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR). 

BNG's 2006-2008 programme is from the CSR
2004.  The 2007 Comprehensive Spending
Review (CSR), due to be published in July 2007,
will set spending plans for 2008/09, 2009/10 and
2010/11, from which BNG's 2008-2010
programme will be funded.

We welcome the Chancellor of the Exchequer's
promise that housing will be a priority in the 2007
CSR.  However, there are many competing

demands for the available resources.
Continued Government funding is vital if the
vision of the Sustainable Communities Plan is to
be delivered.

Attracting complementary funding
Section 5 shows that, to achieve transformational
change in the area, we need to attract more than
Housing Market Renewal funding.  National
Affordable Housing Programme (NAHP), Single
Housing Investment Pot (SHIP), English
Partnerships and especially private investment
are essential to our success.

The Housing Corporation has allocated £2.6m of
NAHP to the pathfinder area in 2006-2008, which
will help to 'kick start' the BNG new build
programme.  Post 2008 we will help to provide a
significant amount of new homes, including
affordable homes for rent and shared ownership.
To prepare for this, during the next two years, we
will work closely with the Housing Corporation
and our local authority partners, to secure
substantially more NAHP for the next stage of
the programme.

English Partnerships is supporting BNG's
programme by making available £6m between
2004/5 and 2006/7.  The money is being spent in
Newcastle and Gateshead in ways that
complement BNG interventions such as
assembling land for future redevelopment.  

To a large extent, our investment of public money
is intended to act as a catalyst to private

investment in the area.  We anticipate that
private investment will start to increase from
2006, as developers start to build new
homes; ultimately we also aim to encourage
lenders to take over the delivery of the
Pathfinders' financial options for home
ownership.

More than housing
Housing Market Renewal is also about more than
housing; we need to contribute to the Northern
Way, the North East Spatial, Economic and
Housing strategies and the Tyne and Wear City
Region Development Plan.  We also need to
encourage other organisations operating in our
area to invest in employment opportunities,
education, transport, reducing fear of crime and
that allocations to build new homes do not
further support urban drift to more outlying areas
of the Tyne and Wear City Region.

To this end, BNG has:

• Made a case at the draft Regional Spatial
Strategy Examination in Public for the
concentration of good quality, well designed,
new homes in the pathfinder area; we will not
know the outcome of this until early 2007.

• Worked closely with the Regional Assembly,
One NorthEast and the North East Housing
Board to commission research into housing
aspirations and housing markets.

• Ensured alignment with Your Homes Newcastle
(YHN) and The Gateshead Housing Company
(GHC) 'decent homes' investment.

• Carried out joint work with New Deal for
Communities in the West End.

• Contributed towards neighbourhood
management initiatives with some positive
results, eg. the North Benwell project has
helped to reduce vacant homes between
September 2003 and September 2005 by over
60% and crime has reduced by 26%.

• Provided training opportunities linked with
employment in construction for residents in the
pathfinder area, in line with the Building for
Tyne and Wear project. 

There are also several crucial areas of activity
that will support our investment in housing
including:

• The Regional Economic Strategy has identified
the Discovery Quarter in Newcastle and the
Baltic Business Quarter and Town Centre in
Gateshead as growth poles for economic
activity; Science City, a partnership between
One NorthEast, Newcastle City Council and
Newcastle and Northumbria Universities, which
will generate about 15,000 jobs, is in the heart
of our area.

• The Tyne and Wear City Region Development
Plan clearly sets out the benefit to the North
East of supporting the regeneration of the
urban core and specifically BNG.

• Your Homes Newcastle and The Gateshead
Housing Company, who manage approximately
39% (28,800) of the housing in the BNG area,
have both been assessed as providing 'two
star' housing services and as such, have
received confirmation of funding to bring
sustainable Council stock to the Decent
Homes Standard by 2010/11.

• Major improvements to public transport have
been achieved through 'super bus routes' in
key parts of BNG.

• Local authority investment in raising
educational achievement as well as school
buildings through the Private Finance Initiative,
Building Schools for the Future funding and
Newcastle's City Academy.

However, there is still a lot of work to do and
over the next two years we intend to:

• Continue working closely with the above
partners, especially those working on the
economic strategies.

• Improve our liaison with the Local Strategic
Partnerships, especially in relation to the
Government's RESPECT agenda.

•  Ask the UK Government to lobby the EU
Commission to allow new, more flexible forms
of public investment in the most deprived inner
city areas, with the anticipated withdrawal of
Assisted Area Status support from January
2007.
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Bridging NewcastleGateshead –
Annex 1c 

Bridging NewcastleGateshead
External Governance Framework – Annex 2 
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Links to Newcastle and
Gateshead Councils
• Newcastle Officer Working Group /

Gateshead Strategy and
Implementation Group

• Area Board & Programme Structures

• Local planning, housing, regeneration
and economic policies

• Arms Length Management
Organisations' Programmes

• Feedback from workstreams, 
Sub Groups, Board etc, as appropriate
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Strategy for achieving
efficiency gains

• Ensuring all interventions make an
impact on revised Strategic
Objectives

• Developing a Procurement Strategy

• Developing an Asset Management
Plan

• Improving the Performance
Monitoring Framework

• Strengthening the Operations
Manual

• Improving Risk Management
procedures

• Reviewing type and level of
expenditure incurred

• Developing benchmarking internally
and externally

• Working with Regional Centre for
Excellence and partners 

Key actions 
being taken

• Implementing Strategic Commissioning to
deliver interventions

• Implementing aforementioned strategies
and policies

• Reviewing Core Team and other costs

• Only using consultants where they add value 
to the programme

• Developing Service Level Agreements with
partners

• Strengthening Core Team to reduce reliance 
on consultants

• Reviewing all revenue schemes

• Implementing more robust appraisal techniques

• Ensuring leverage is maximised

• Producing guidance on value for money, 
whole life analysis, optimism bias etc.

• Ensuring strategic fit of interventions 
to be delivered

• Working with Perform21 to deliver
procurement workshop and 
implement findings

• Developing a Procurement Focus
Group to share best practice

• Determining 'baseline' for
benchmarking and producing
necessary data

• Working with Audit Commission
to develop value for money
'toolkit'

• Examining the possibility of
implementing Procurement
Performance Indicators

• Implementing risk management
training programme

• Sharing best practice with all
Pathfinders

• Working with other public sector
bodies, such as English Partnerships
etc., to make best use of their
resources.

Bridging NewcastleGateshead  – Annex 3 
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Bridging NewcastleGateshead 
1st Floor 
Central Exchange Buildings
128 Grainger Street 
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 5AF

W: www.bridgingng.org.uk
T: 0191 277 2666 
E: info@bridgingng.org.uk 




